
Join us, help save Iceland

Iceland, June 2005, Reykjavik�s Hotel
Nordica hosted the 10th World Annual
Aluminum Conference. Delegates sought
to discuss ways to effectively annihilate
Europe�s last natural wilderness, in Iceland,
through  dam powered  heavy industrialization.

To counter the bodies pretensions at sustain-
able ecological care, three environmentalists
disrupted proceedings by splattering repre-
sentatives with green Skyr, a traditional
Icelandic natural (non-violent!) yoghurt.

Though recent Galup poles have suggested that 90% of Icelanders
are against this heavy industrialization, the Icelandic state has pre-
dictably been keen to suppress any defiance, in the case of the �Skyr
Three� by deporting Paul Gill back to the UK and issuing potential
fines of £50,000 and up to two years in prison to Arna Osp and Olafur
Pall, under charges of Criminal Damage!

We come here today to show our solidarity with Arna Osp, Olafur
Pall and Paul Gill, enraged by the proceedings both in the courts and
the wilderness of Iceland, against the relentlessly over producing
corporations and smarmy politicians throughout the world.
Our world�s not dying, it�s being killed.

visit www.savingiceland.orgwww.savingiceland.orgwww.savingiceland.orgwww.savingiceland.orgwww.savingiceland.org for more info

They have 20ft trucks and
Channel Tunnel diggers;

             we have Skyr!
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